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CLUB NEWS

May 1975

Welcome to two new members :Adrian M Walters
Flat No 7 Plymouth House
Wye Street
Ross on Wye
Hfds

and

Clare Bishop
Fairview
Lower Milkwall
Coleford
Glos

Tel - Ross 3526

My apologies to Chris Mitchell for not having his first name or address for the last news letter . Chris
joined some time ago and his full address is :Chris Mitchell
78 Farmhill Lane
Farmhill
Nr Stroud
Glos
Tel - Stroud 5807
Rescue Practice
The next cave rescue practice will be on Sunday 6th July . It is intended to have a carry out practice
involving short pitch work but concentrating on tight sections . With Otter Hole in Mind , the group can
practice the techniques without actually involving the cave . So remember Old ham Iron Mine at 9.30 am
On
Sunday 6th July

For those that think they will be able to attend both without problems , Jim and Daph Hay are having a
much delayed house warming party on the evening before the cave rescue . All club members welcome
and so are their friends provided there are not too many . There will be a barrel on tap so bring something
else to drink . Another date :- House warming at Prospect House on Saturday 5th July .
The BCRA ( British cave Research Association ) are holding their annual conference / Exhibition / Dinner
at Manchester this year . The committee has decided to enter a stand this year as Manchester isn’t too far
away and the only other time we entered a stand , we won the best stand prize .
The conference itself lasts two days and is well worth attending . John Elliott has details - 12th - 14th Sep .
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GSS are reprinting Tony Day’s survey of the Old Ham / New Dunn Pit bottom route and are taking orders
now . The survey consists of 11 sheets at a scale of 20ft to the inch and one at 100ft to the inch . It is
invaluable as a starting point for your own surveys as it provides a super accurate starting point . The cost
is likely to be around £1.50 for a set but it depends on the orders placed . Very good value .
I suggest you give orders to John Elliott who can pass them on .
GSS are donating two 6” ammo boxes to cave rescue to form the basis of food dumps in Otter Hole . The
food in food dumps has to be carefully chosen to provide adequate nourishment but at the same time to be
rot proof . Can any members help out in this respect ? - either with donations towards the cost of the food
or with food itself where suitable .
The two clubs - GSS and RFDCC - are attempting to revive the Cave Registry . With this news letter is a
sample copy of the type of rough sheet used to record cave and mine sites . Next months news letter will
include more details of the aims and functions of Cave Registry but in the meantime , obtain your rough
sheets and pass the information to any of the following :Jim Hay

John Elliott

Ian Standing

John Berry

Each deals with a different area of the Forest of Dean but will pass on information to the correct area
registrar .
Bats are receiving a lot of attention in the press and on TV . There are serious suggestions that the reducing
bat population is due to disturbance by cavers . While the caving world will do its best to counter such
allegations , each caver can play his part by ensuring that bats are not disturbed in caves or mines and by
educating beginners into leaving bats strictly alone . This particularly applies to Greater Horse-Shoe Bats
which are becoming extremely rare and are now protected by law .
Treat all bats with care and avoid disturbing them in any way .
As well as donating the ammo boxes to GRCG , GSS are donating a complete set of the Tony Day surveys
as an aid to cave rescue in the two mines .
The Police have sent their normal donation to club funds as thanks for the trips down Old Ham . I have
suggested to them that their cadets might like to experience a natural cave instead of a mine and it is likely
that trip to Porth yr Ogof will be arranged during June or July on a weekend . Is anyone interested in
helping out with leaders ?
We do get some funny requests sometimes but - The Forest of Dean Morris Men are sending out
questionnaires on the subject of Morris dancing in the Forest in years gone by . They want help with any
records .
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE CAVE RESCUE GROUP AGM
The AGM of the rescue group was held at the butchers Ar ms on Thursday 22nd May . A large proportion of
the committee had given notice of their intention to resign and concerns had been felt at the lack of
experienced cavers to fill the posts . For those reasons , a joint committee meeting was held with GSS on
the previous week to see if they could shoulder a larger part of the load . The meeting showed that there
were GSS members willing to stand and the AGM was attended with some fears calmed .
The meeting itself was very poorly attended to start with as there were only 14 members present . However
, by the end the numbers had more than doubled until nearly half the group membership was present . John
Court took the chair .
From the officers reports , the following information has been extracted :There were four rescue practices . Two call outs - one for school boys and one false alarm . No local
cavers involved in incidents . Funds reasonably healthy at over £100 but no real expenditure during the
year.
Caravan needs smartening up . All tackle in good condition and nothing extra needed except perhaps antispin rope . Group totals 60 members split approx 50 /50 GSS and RFDCC . Call out list6 up to date .
Cave rescue practices were well attended by a high proportion of skilled rescue cavers .
The following committee was elected :Chairman

Doug MacLean

Secretary Paul Taylor

Treasurer

Phil Schwartz

Info Officer John Berry

Tackle Officer

Maurice Febry

Two Members

Sue Clark

and

John Summers

RESCUE PRACTICES
6TH July

5th October

4th January

4th April

Note them in your diary .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who’s Who
Who is the original ‘ arrow mole ‘
Who were last years GCRG committee .
Who can’t find enough who’s whos to make it worth while .
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN OTTER HOLE

ROGER BAILEY

After a very wet autumn and winter in which Otter Hole entrance and sump one has at times been flooded
for more than a month , the spring time has seen us hard at work in the cave . This has now been surveyed
at 2,535ft long plus some odd hundred feet of side passages.
To bring people up to date , I’ll give a brief description from the entrance :The first 300ft is vary low and an often muddy crawl . This the most dangerous part of the cave and with a
15 metre tide ( measured at Bristol ) will flood to the roof in places , not for a long time but long enough to
drown anyone .
After this low section there is a 600ft rough passage , often well decorated , which leads to the cave’s
unique tidal sump . ( Sump 1 ) we have become used to this now and have found that it opens about four
hours after high tide , depending on height of tide and rainfall . But as the open time is not symmetrical
about low tide , far more than four hours beyond sump 1 can be had at a time . Often the sump does not
close till four or five hours after low tide .
Sump 1 is followed by a high passage which leads to the first boulder choke . We have left an iron ladder
up to a false floor in front of the choke . Through the choke the stream passage is again reached and , after
some thousand plus feet , the second boulder choke is met .
Climbing up through the choke , a large chamber with a high aven on one side is reached . At the end of
the chamber a grotty 30ft pitch leads into a large passage and into the stream again . The stream way
comes down to head height and meanders for several hundred feet till sump 2 is arrived at . This is only 2
feet through and is easily passed .
Around the corner from sump 2 is sump 3 , and is the extent of exploration so far . It is an impressive sight
, a rock wall 40 feet long and 10 feet high fronted by a narrow but deep pool . John Elliott has had a
preliminary dive and reached about 30 feet in , a second dive is to be done soon .
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In the meantime we are trying a dig at the top left hand side of the sump. There appears to be a draft here
and to help it we have shoved an 8” plastic pipe through sump 2 to encourage the airflow .
On the cave in general , we have kept it fairly quite though not as secret as some might think . It has been
necessary to do this , not for us to explore it undisturbed but to have a careful study of the flooding
problems . * It is possible to get drowned by a flash flood in the middle of a drought ) also we have only
been feeling with the land owner through third parties - not a good way to have access .
With us exploring Otter Hole is Roy Bennett of Bristol Exploration Club , Roy had found the site through
good field work and we only just managed to beat him into the Cave ! However , we have all been pleased
to meet hi m and have enjoyed the very best of that which is in caving over the last few months . If the
Otter Hole cake has to be cut up then Roy has a slice !
Finally , will some Hi-Fi enthusiast please make a tape , in stereo preferably , of the tidal sump as it drains.
It is quite a symphony of cave music .
--------------------------------------------------------------
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THE BEGINNING OF THE STORY

DOUG MACLEAN

Some months ago , whilst poking around in the Football Roof area of Old Ham , I found an interesting
draught emerging from a small slot in a collapsed passage . A spell of digging revealed a further low
passage and eventually I was through into a s mall series of low , old workings . A little more digging into a
cross - passage and the series eventually closed down , but the puzzle was that the original good draught
had vanished ! This problem nagged at me a little and I resolved to return to return and sort it all out . It
was two or three months before I returned to the spot , this time with Diana Standing , to have another look.
The draught was still there in the initial dig area , but again it vanished . However , on the way out , I
happened to glance down and lo and behold I had completely missed and of course there was the elusive
draught . A couple of small boulders were moved to one side and I was reversing in , upon which a 20lb
‘ dead ‘ thumped onto my backside with great force . After making polite comments upon the incident , I
eventually sorted the mess out and found myself in a series of old , old workings , bone dry and well
decorated with flow and crystals on the walls and floor . Still following the draught , we went for a couple
of hundred feet or so and were eventually stopped by a choke in a s mall tight chamber .
After a struggle in a squeeze in this , I finally backed down sensibly , sent Diana in who confirmed we
could go no further but it looked sort of dig friendly . Thoughts then began to turn to cider and the
Butchers .
I discussed the area over a pint with John Elliott that evening who proved interested enough to go and have
a look on the next Wednesday . He pushed the boulder choke enough to see into a larger passage and later
that evening we set a date to dig completely through .
The 21st May saw John , Clare , Diana and myself at the boulder choke which we soon passed and found
ourselves in a completely strange area to all of us . To our disappointment , we found the place full of
cairns and arrows . But - watch out for some of the most exciting news yet in the next news letter
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IRELAND AT EASTER

JOHN ELLIOTT

The events leading up to Easter ie the ferry strike , made it look like our trip would finish before it began .
However , this proved not to be so , and my sixth visit to Co Fer managh was probably the s moothest of the
lot .
Blizzards chased Nigel Dibbens ( BUSS ) van with Maurice Febry ( GSS ) and myself inside , from
Stranraer catching up with us at Enniskillen .
We arrived at the ICC cottage ( Thornhill ) which was empty and very cold . The farmer , however ,
quickly arrived with a tractor full of wood and a fire was soon burning merrily .
We had travelled a day early , leaving on Wednesday 26th March so as to catch an earlier ferry . Thursday
we arrived at Thornhill and so did Dave Underhill ( BUSS ) Andy Hall ( BUSS ) and Beans ( Initials HP )
Last year the lads carried diving gear for Roger Solari to a Pot with the attractive name of Teampall
Shetric. They had a walk up past the cave and found themselves on a vast area of moorland literally
covered with potholes . Although inspired with the area , the weather was mostly foul turning normal bog
land into a quagmire ( wonder what the difference is ? )
English and Irish clubs had worked over the area and our team started with trying to collate work already
done , and then to carry on from there .
Friday , and the other two members arrived - Dave Wolfenden ( Pikey )and Gordon something or other ,
both of BUSS .
I participated in three trips up onto Truskmoor and its wilderness had a special beauty . Fortunately we
always had good visibility although to venture up there without a compass would be madness . The ground
also was dry meaning the bogs were seldom more than knee deep . At over 1000ft OD the wind was strong
and cold . Blizzards crossed the moor with regular monotony . We started work surveying , bottoming ,
then more surveying .
We visited a large shake - hole known as Waterfall Pot - the first chamber was comfortable and had been
used as a refuge in times of trouble .
From here a 12ft pitch led into a large chamber with good colourful formations . This was the best
surveying job we had and we took our time .
Nobody was fighting to get a first descent as it usually meant a good covering of watery peat and a tramp
round knee deep in sheep at the bottom . Although deep shafts exist we didn’t find anything over 100ft .
Meanwhile , a promising pot Pollnagort , which had been extended last year , was laddered and dug . After
one day the diggers were so inspired that they refused to descend again . That was how I found myself
trudging after Dave Underhill in pouring rain heading for the aforementioned Pot .
This pot took a lot of water and it all united below the first 15ft pitch . I put on my Cag , hoping it would
hold my wet suit together and started to descend under the torrent . The pitch descended over a series of
ledges for 100ft . I arrived at the bottom both clod and wet . Dave abseiled down and found the way on
half full of water . It was a pretty tight squeeze anyway and neither of us were happy . It was also obvious
that more water was pouring down the pitch . An impressive view I had to admit . Dave made a decision
and plunged through the eyehole . A long delay and then 70ft of ladder was thrust through in a heap .
We got out just as fast as is possible in the circumstances and a lot of water pours down on ones head in
that time . We found the others on the only limestone pavement , indeed the only feature , in the area .

Cont .
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On the last day , the weather improved . The wind slowed to a gale and the sun came out . Certainly an
impressive area , probably with vast potential but it is difficult to say . We talked to a local far mer about
the area and he couldn’t understand why so many of his sheep disappeared . We enlightened him as may
be guessed .
Meanwhile , we commenced other work back on the northern flank of the Cuilcagh Mountain which is the
main caving area of Co Fer managh . This mountain over 2000ft high provides a massive drainage area for
the limestone below and the caves are of the large river type . The Marble Arch Cave provides a system of
large river galleries and they are impressive to explore .
In 1971 to the east of Marble Arch , an Irish party dug into a system they called Prods Pot and this provided
an important link in the drainage of this area . We had worked hard in this system and it was Roger Solari
that drew up the survey for it . It is at present over 9000ft long and 220ft deep and provides one of the most
sporting trips in the area .
I wanted to continue work on the other sites around Prods Pot and I suggested digging in Gort Maconnal
Pot . My theory being that if we could push it we may enter the Formations Passage stream way above
sump 2 . This was fairly obvious from the survey . So on the first Saturday , Maurice , Dave and I
laddered
Cortmaconnel Pot , a fine fluted shaft 65ft deep . At the bottom , large boulders blocked any route but our
tests showed a heavy draught being sucked in . We dug all day but had to admit defeat due to the size of
the boulders . We surveyed our way out .
Adjoining the Pot is a small shaft 17ft deep covered with branches . Dave insisted on adding this to the
survey and descended . He called up that a hole descended on , something I knew was not so a few years
back . He squeezed down through and could throw stones on down a rift . The drop sounded impressive .
Unfortunately , large boulders started moving and we had difficulty in retrieving poor Dave .
It was Monday before Dave , Andy and I returned . We cleared out some large boulders and Dave
descended and , with the aid of a lump hammer , s mashed his way through to the head of a pitch . We
laddered it and Dave descended followed by me . The rift descended for 10ft and then belled out into a
large shaft 50ft deep . This shaft had invaded an old passage quite large . One side was completely sand
filled , the other was reached vis a tricky 10ft climb . After 60ft a pitch was reached following a 15ft climb.
Tackle and two dicky lights prevented progress , however we did explore a 15ft pitch below the 50ft after
which led to a boulder choke from the main Cortmaconnel Pot . We exited to an impatient Andy and broke
the good news .
One cooked meal later and we were back but this time in wet suits as the entrance pitch was damp . All
three descended claiming the entrance boulders as “ bloody dangerous “
The next pitch had a nasty loose take-off and spiralled down for 40ft to a choke . However a powerful
draught blew through a hole and a running stream could be heard . Due to falling stones , it was dangerous
at the bottom so Dave came up and sent Andy and I down . Nice fellow is Dave .
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Backed up by Andy and spurred on by the stream , I frantically toiled for 1 ½ hours when Dave came down
again to watch proceedings . Brave lad Dave .
After some frantic struggling , I was through and promptly fell the last five feet into a wide stream way .
The others joined me and we took stock of our surroundings . Upstream immediately was impassable so
we went downstream .
After about 150ft , we were stopped again by a low bedding . Somewhat disappointed we checked side
passages , there was a huge inlet passage but large boulders blocked any way on . We surfaced at 12.00
am.
It now appeared that we had a flu epidemic and various members were pegging out periodically so we had
to make the best of a reduced team .
Wednesday , all remaining fit members visited the pot which was in flood after a nights rain . Took
photo’s and dug a bit .
Friday , Dave , still a bit ill and Andy started the survey . Nigel , Gordon and I finished the digging . Nigel
finally pushed a rift and we found another 100ft of inlet passage . A long trip with de-rigging the Pot .
Conclusion is that although we almost certainly entered the formations stream way , progress upstream
towards the sink was unpromising . However , an interesting addition to the area .
We spent our rest day walking up over a remote Sligo mountain to look at a Barites mine . To our surprise
it was working , having reopened due to demand for north sea oil drilling . It poured with rain and we all
got soaked . Apparently this doesn’t cure colds .
Our last day and Beans , Nigel , Andy and I ( wearing Maurice’s wet suit having ruined both mine and
Heather’s ) decided to visit the extension in Tullahoma . The first 900ft is fairly aqueous to the sump
which Martin Farr first passed . We located the difficult bypass passage and carefully traversed a narrow
rift with razor sharp edge projections . A difficult climb ( especially the return - ask anyone ) led to a
fantastically well decorated passage . The contortions which are needed to cross the 200ft of gour pools are
ridiculous . The stream way is then large and very well decorated even for Ireland . Many OO’s and
AHH’s were expelled and poor Andy with his camera tried in vain to get us to hold still .
The stream way could be followed to near its sinks but when the crawling started we raised two fingers and
turned back . An extremely enjoyable trip and a fitting tribute to an enjoyable 11 days .
Ref :-

Caves of Ireland
Cave Projects Group News Letter No 5 .
( A useful reference for all recent exploration in Co Fermanagh )
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Descent No 31 May / June 1975
The long awaited next addition of Descent containing :The Gaping Ghyll death from a broken rope - various articles New Guinea Expedition - Six months caving
expedition to the interior of New Guinea with massive support from recognised bodies .
Otter Hole - an incredibly well written account of Otter Hole with information that has been gleaned from
Forest Club news letters .
Cave photography Part 3 . Volume 63 May 1975 .
Contains a tremendous variety of articles from all around the world varying from trip reports to scientific
papers .
Closer to home , it contains details of the Agen Allwed trip which resulted in Rogers death and the obituary
written by John Elliott
Cambrian Caving Council Handbook
Although this dates back to 1973 and some of the infor mation is obviously dated , it contains a mass of
information necessary before caving in South Wales . All access information is included and copies can be
obtained from Jim Hay for personal use at only 20p each .
Arrowsmiths Bristol Channel Tide Table
Donated to the library by Doug Maclean it is essential reading for anyone intending to visit Otter Hole .
Remember it is in GMT .
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UNDERGROUND WEEKEND IN NEW DUNN MINE

JIM HAY

The possibility of spending a complete weekend underground in a Forest Mine has been talked about in the
club for a number of years . That is as far as it was taken - it was talked about . Even outside groups had
taken it further as clubs such as the Swindon Caving Group have spemt a number of nights underground in
Old Ham . Recently , John Berry’s epic overnight stay in Wigpool Mine revived interest and John Elliott
seriously suggested that this time we might actually do it . John Berry’s experience was somewhat
discouraging but then “ anything a Mendip caver can do we can do better “
A date was suggested at a club meeting and met with mild enthusias m and even some names of interested
caves . First snag came a week later when the date had to changed from May 3rd - 4th to May 10th - 11th as
some group called Cambrian Caving Council went and arranged their AGM for the same date - most
inconsiderate . The second snag came when it was suggested that someone ought to do all the
arrangements - no one was prepared to go to those lengths just to spend a weekend underground . So we
left it for each to do his own thing and hoed that some of the food could be cooked in a communal pot or
mealtimes were going to take about three hours each .
Eventually it turned out that there was four of us - John Hine and Chris from Harrow Moles ( RFDCC ) and
John Elliott and myself . We nearly had two others but Rollo had to call off at a late date ‘cos of work
problems and disappointed both himself and us . Others were thinking about joining us during the day or
for one night - but then we have those stories before .
Choice of campsite was a first priority and the original thoughts of camping near New Dunn Pit bottom
around 3000ft in were quickly changed when we began to appreciate the mountain of gear that needed
carrying in .
It seemed much more sensible to camp around Old Ham landing near Blue Pool water supply and only
carry ourselves to New Dunn bottom . On Wednesday the 7th we recruited an unwilling party of
volunteers and carried the heavy gear in on a campsite recce . Quite a number were prepared to carry the
empty Elsan in but were not prepared to put their name down for bringing it out . Eventually we settled on
the first big chamber on the Yew Tree Pit road from Lost Churn as it had plenty of room , was reasonably
level and our gear would be reasonably safe there until we returned on the Friday . Amongst the gear we
left there on that Wednesday was the gas cooking equipment , the Elsan toilet ( a converted plastic 5 gal
drum ) and the digging tools we expected to need .
We also needed to plan something to occupy ourselves with during the weekend and an attempt to connect
New Dunn with Sling Pit was chosen as a project . Basically , we intended to explore the New Dunn first
landing area using what surveys were available and then to see if the first landing falls could be bypassed
on the up dip side . Reference to the 1945 survey in the Butchers will show you that the Sling shallow
workings should be connected to either New Dunn or Old Ham somewhere on the south side workings .
Cont.
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And so to the weekend itself :John E picked me up on the Friday around 8.30 pm and we took the gear over to Ham entrance and
unloaded . It appeared that we had about three trips each to do get it underground and we were not looking
forward to it . We stashed all the gear out of site in the mine entrance and selected what looked like a
reasonable load . After the first few hundred feet we realised how unreasonable it was but resisted the
temptation to off load as we would only have to recover it on a later carry .
By the time we got to the campsite , both of us were having second thoughts about the whole thing but had
to go on with it as we knew what the Baileys reaction would be if we gave up . Going out was easy - I can
recommend carrying half a hundred weight into the mine just to experience the floating feeling coming out.
Try it next time we need porters for another weekend .
At the entrance we met John Berry with his pack and he had only come over to see if we had made as big a
mess of it as he had . We asked them very nicely if they would carry the tiny amount of gear down that lay
in the entrance as we were off down to the pub . Much to our surprise when we came back , they had . It
just shows how you can misjudge people .
Down at the Butchers we met Phil - very convenient as he was able to give us a lift back to the mine
entrance when we left John’s vehicle for safety at the pub . We also got a message to the local Police not to
call out cave rescue if they heard that someone was down the mine for longer than expected .
The thought also occurred that no one would be bothered to call out the rescue unless we failed to reappear
on the Sunday evening . If you are going to have an accident on a weekend underground , have it late on
the Sunday because if your party is trapped , it is a long wait . John H and Chris turned up near closing
time after their long drive from London way and arrangements were made to see them later as they had to
recover gear from the GSS hut .
Back at the mine entrance we discovered the John Berry good deed for the day and bombed underground as
fast as the Butchers ale would allow . The campsite was overrun with bodies but we eventually moved
them on and selected sleeping places . They all went off into Yew Tree Pit area while we rolled into bed
and passed back out reasonably quietly about an hour later .
An hour after that John and Chris made two trips to get their gear underground and camped at the far end of
the chamber to avoid disturbing us two . Even so the Yew Tree Pit road must rank as one of the busiest
bedrooms on a Friday night .
The following morning we all woke at around 7 am , rolled over and went back to sleep and finally awoke
at 10 am . So much for early start .
After breakfast and a camp tidy up we set off for Dunn Pit bottom to start work at around 12 o’clock . We
first of all looked at the Old Sling Pit road on Dunn first landing and decided that even a weekend
underground wouldn’t make much impression . So we then looked at all up dip workings behind the shaft .
Both John E and John H have done quite a lot of work in this area so we had some sites in mind as we
looked . Behind Dunn shaft lies a modern looking drivage that continually branches but ultimately finishes
at a 30ft rising shaft that John E and Rod scaled some time ago . One of the nearby branches in the passage
had been marked down by John E as a possible dig so dig it we did . It went in quite a short time
accompanied by impressive rumblings as hung up rubble came down .
On through dropped into a modern level that we hadn’t been in before , the right hand branch not going as
mining apparently ceased in it 1945 and the left hand branch running into a solid looking fall . There were
a number of interesting features to the level as it had been much propped with both wood and metal and
was littered with empty detonator tins .
Cont.
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There were also far too many live detonators around for peace of mind - quite a lot of them appearing from
amongst the rubble as we dug through the dig in .
We were able to place the level on John H’s map that he carries and agreed that its 500ft length was a
significant discovery that ought to be surveyed and added to the Tony Day survey .
Back in the passage behind the shaft , John H showed us some of the workings he had found running off
the level - very interesting but very dodgy . The workings are quite puzzling as they appear to be very old
workings off a modern level . It is possible that the modern level has been cut out from an old passage .
After lunch that was cold pie and hot coffee for John E and me but hot fried sausages and other goodies for
John H and Chris , we set off up the standard route from Dunn bottom to look at left hand workings and a
particular series that John E knew from explorations with Roger Solari , Mike Howells and Phil .
At the top end of Backbreaker passage , I found a narrow twisting passage leading into large chambers .
The others joined me and John E soon recognised the chambers as the workings we had been headed for
but entered from a different route . Soon considerable time was spent in these workings as they are
impressive and lie between the Submarine Hatch series and New Dunn Shaft . We quickly realised that
there used to be a direct route from Submarine Hatch series to the Dunn shaft using a complex set of
railway levels , tips and shafts . The very bottom section is blocked but possibly comes out in the area of
the 30ft shaft already mentioned .
It was getting on for 6.30 pm and the effort was beginning to tell so we used John E’s route back to the
Dunn route and recovered left tackle . Sitting patiently by was Rollo waiting for us to reappear as we had
left a message in the camp saying ‘ Back at 5 pm ‘ Camp regained we cooked up , ate , washed and retired
to bed around 11pm with a good book . An envious Rollo left us in our sacks and made his way out to the
surface and a welcome ( ? ) at home .
John E woke first on Sunday morning and put a lamp on so that we all stayed awake once we woke . The
beds were comfortable and warm but we pulled ourselves out of them around 9 am and made a quick
breakfast so that we could be away by 10 am . We had made all sorts of ambitious plans for surveying etc
but eventually agreed to go back and photograph the areas we had seen the previous day . Time was short
as we wanted to be on the surface for 4 pm and this meant being back in the camp for 3 pm .
The day was spent taking photo’s with some exploration and finished up with us getting lost in the chamber
series before we found that an unlikely looking shale fall was the way out .
Back at camp we tidied up and looked in dismay at the pile of gear to take out . Selecting the most
valuable and necessary we set off but it was a sorry quartet that arrived on the surface about half an hour
later having had to abandon some of the gear on the way up.
After saying goodbye to John and Chris we made our way home for food and a hot bath that put the
plumbing in jeopardy when the plug was pulled .
Fortunately for John and I , the committee meeting with GSS was arranged for the following Wednesday (
remind me that I owe John a drink ) so we were unable to recover the remainder of the gear . The club
section was in full caving strength that evening though and were determined to recover their tea towels and
surplus food . Our grateful thanks to Heather , Clare , Margaret , Daph and Di for clearing up and bringing
out the heavy gear . Also to John Hine and friends ( s ) for clearing out the remaining rubbish . Are there
any volunteers to bring out the Elsan ?
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Thoughts on the weekend :The arrangements were easier than we thought . We did have each caver looking after his own gear which
was an easier situation than the one John Berry had.
Without some sort of light burning underground , there is no incentive to wake up and the tendency is to
oversleep .
Any longer camps would mean pacing yourself much more carefully .
One candle gives an incredible amount of light once your eyes adjust .
John Elliott’s large carbide lamp hurts the eyes at the camp site .
We learnt a lot about the organisation of the mining in New Dunn .
Other mines might respond to the same treatment .
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